Nonconventional morphologies in two-length scale block copolymer systems beyond the weak segregation theory.
The order-disorder and order-order transitions (ODT and OOT) in the linear multiblock copolymers with two-length scale architecture A(fmN)(B(N2)A(N2))(n)B((1-f)mN) are studied under intermediate cooling below the ODT critical point where a nonconventional sequence of the OOTs was predicted previously [Smirnova et al., J. Chem. Phys. 124, 054907 (2006)] within the weak segregation theory (WST). To describe the ordered morphologies appearing in block copolymers (BCs) under cooling, we use the pseudospectral version of the self-consistent field theory (SCFT) with some modifications providing a good convergence speed and a high precision of the solution due to using the Ng iterations [J. Chem. Phys. 61, 2680 (1974)] and a reasonable choice of the predefined symmetries of the computation cell as well as initial guess for the iterations. The WST predicted sequence of the phase transitions is found to hold if the tails of the BCs under consideration are symmetric enough (mid R:0.5-fmid R:</=0.05); the quantitative agreement between the WST and SCFT phase diagrams is reasonable in a narrow (both in f and chi=chiN) region close to the critical point, though. For mid R:0.5-fmid R:>0.05, a large region of the face-centered cubic phase stability is found (up to our knowledge, first within the SCFT framework) inside of the body-centered cubic phase stability region. Occurrence of the two-dimensional and three-dimensional phases with the micelles formed, unlike the conventional diblock copolymers, by the longer (rather than shorter) tails, and its relationship to the BC architecture is first described in detail. The calculated spectra of the ordered phases show that nonmonotonous temperature dependence of the secondary peak scattering intensities accompanied by their vanishing and reappearance is rather a rule than exception.